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e game room located in the 
Inn Between, change was taken 
and damage was done to one of 
the machines over Homecoming 
Weekend. 
It is not certain how much 
money was removed from the 
machines, but the circuitry was 
ripped out of the "Crime Fighters" 
video machine. 
Similarevents occurred during 
the summer, which led to restricted 
hours for the game room for the 
remainder of the summer. 
Rodney Harris, a member of 
the Game Room Commiueeofthe 
Student Union said "We're not 
sure how much money has been 
taken because we· re not sure how 
much money was put into the 
machines." 
"We really can't say who is 
doing it," Harris added. "There is 
no evidence, so we can't specu-
late." 
According to Harris, the 
Cleveland Coins Company, which 
supplies the video machines, is 
considering removing the ma-
chines because of the needed re-
pairs. Harris said there have been 
at least $6,000 in damages. 
"Some measures will be taken 
to keep the thefts down," said 
Harris. "We may have people 
watch the gamcroom,orclose it at 
10 p.m. instead of midnight, or 
both." 
John Carroll University, University Heights, Ohio 44118 
Officers desire class unity 
by Tara Schmidtke 
News Editor 
Representation by the fresh-
men class began when the newly 
elected freshmen officers were 
sworn into the Student Umon at 
the Oct. 22 SU meeting. 
The elections, which were held 
on Oct. 14 and 15, declared Philip 
J. Kangas as president, Dominic 
Offredo as vice president, Beth 
Didonato as treasurer and Tara 
Meyer and Karen Quinn as on 
campus senators. The offices of 
secretary and off campus senator 
have not yet been filled. 
According to Diann Dellafiora, 
the cha1rperson of the Elections 
Committee, both the campaigns 
and the elections went well. 
"I feel that the newly elected 
officers woriccd hard in their cam-
CN meets the pros 
Onthedaysof0ct.l6through 
Oct 19 members of The Carroll 
News and other John Carroll 
Uoiversaty s&Udeats 'IOlun.eered 
at the National Convention for 
the Society ofProfess1onal Jour-
nalists (SPJ). Their time their 
was spent 1n attending seminars 
and producing the newspaper, 
The Working Press, for each day 
oftheconvention. It also brought 
the students in contact with such U 
renowned journalists as Peter ~ 
Arnett (pictured at right), who ::£ 
gained intematioal fame during 
the Gulf War. 
paigning and will do a great job," 
said Dellafiora. "I look forward to 
working with them." 
According to Kangas, the flrst 
priority for the new officers is to 
flll the offices of secretary and off 
campus senator. To begin this 
process, a letter has been sent to 
all members of the freshmen class, 
including commuters. 
''They [commuters) just don't 
know what's going on. That's 
why we have no off campus 
senators," said Kangas. 
According to Didonato, once 
the replies have been received, all 
applicants will be interviewed, and 
a decision will be made. 
All three of the executive of-
fleers have expressed the need to 
SIIcngthen class unity by offering 
activities for freshmen. 
"We'd like to have some kind 
of acuvities for freshmen so they 
can get to know each other as a 
class," said Didonato. "After all, 
we will be spending the next few 
years together." 
'Td like the freshmen to be-
come much more united," said 
Off redo. "A good pan of being a 
class atJCU is to get to know each 
other so we can accomplish many 
things." 
According to these officers, 
specific yet tentative goals have 
been discussed. These include a 
suggestion box, a Christmas char-
ity drive and a freshmen social. 
Both Kangas and Offredo are 
commuters. Kangas s11essed that 
this is a benefit rather than a hin-
drance to his duties as pres1dent. 
"Asacommuterwhohasgrown 
up in this area, I know John Carroll 
well," said Kangas. "It will give 
me a beuer feel for both sections 
of the freshmen class." 
October 24,1991 
Parking 
debacle 
grows 
by Chris Kazor 
News Editor 
In an effon to address the I 
parking problem at John Carroll 
University, a bill was presented 
at the Oct. 22 Student Union 
meeting which would g1 vecom-
muting students priority avail-
ability to parking permits. 1 
The bill was brought to a de-
bate due to problems which the 
senators had with its provisions. 
Following the debate, a motion 
1 
was made by off-campus sena-
tor Laura Boustani to allow the 
matter of the bill to be carried 
over until the Oct. 29 SU meet-
ing so that adjustments could be 
made to make the bill more ac-
ceptable. The motion was 
passed, so the bill will appear 
agasn next week. 
The bill was presented by 
jun1or Dryck Bennett. He stated 
that he is very open to malrJng 
adJustml'ntS to th'- bill H~; was ~~~~9 
iid8Riint, however,lliii iliCfocus 
of the bill must remain on giving 
commuters the first opuon to 
purchase the parking permits. 
''The people who need the 
perrmts should get them fust," 
said Bennett, "and it IS the com-
muters who need them." 
Bennett, a commuter, added, 
"Cars arc a necessity for com-
1 muters, not a luxucy as they "e 
campus students." 
ntinued on page~ 
SU president calls for revitalization 
Editor's note: The following is 
the State of the Union speech which 
was delivered by Joe Cimperman 
at the State of the Union Dinner 
on Oct. 15. 
We stand here today- midterm 
·to find ourselves in the autumn 
of our dedications. In spring we 
began with open heart and mind; 
all our goals were mere paper 
expressions of good will and table 
talk. 
Today, after a summer, and 
threemonthsof action, we convene 
to take our pulse, baptized by fire, 
standing tested after distance, 
misunderstandings, reconcilia-
tions and re-realizing. 
Have our attitudes and hope 
become crystalized? Have vari-
ous movements been bridged? 
Have we empowered? These 
quesuons all have an astonishing 
similarity, for we have discovered 
that with an open mind there is 
always a new frontier. 
Our attempts of communica-
tion, fiscal appropriation, soc1al 
exhilaration, constitutional decla-
ration and global realization have 
all met with a sure success. 
Whether we know it or not, 
alia iacta esc -our die is cast - and 
in so many ways we have crossed 
the Rubicon and cannot tum back. 
With this attitude of airy desire 
tumedrockcommitrnent, we must 
understand the screammg dictive: 
Go the distance. 
Such novel ideas and Jesuitical 
ideologJe-s mean dust unless the 
common student, the uninvolved 
academic, or the quiet university 
member is reached. 
The abihty to talk the talk must 
be met with the actual process of 
walking the walk. 
This Union cannot stand still 
until the commuter, the minority 
student and the umid student feel 
an ownership for their Student 
Union. 
The impediments to progress, 
whether they be bureaucratic, 
academic or psychotic, must be 
dissolved. For we as the Union 
must recommit our forces, 
strengths and energies to every-
one. If one is affected, the Union 
stands affected. While a student 
here is called a nigger, then I too 
will be a nigger. While a person is 
labelled a fag, then I too am a fag. 
And while the individual who 
cannot express opinton or voice 
for fear of the extinguisher, then I 
will be the fire under the rear. 
Oh yes, the Union is healthy, 
tested and most of all mobile, but 
we flnd ourselves necdmg to run 
now with our focus through the 
miles of hard work to our destined 
end, seize our 72 year old legacy. 
But I ask all of you, is your capac-
ity - arc you ready - to recommit? 
Are you ready to continue the oath 
&ken? Arc you ready to renew, 
re-submit, revitalize? 
For the effect we have upon the 
SU today and in days to pass is one 
that will truly change the present 
and the history of our world. 
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Activities abound, be a part of it all 
John Carroll University is being inundated with activities, a welcome 
sight that encourages both spirit and community at this institution so intent 
on academic excellence. 
Student groups, the athletic department, and the Office of Student 
Activities have all come together in past weeks to offer a full schedule of 
rallies, entertainment and parties. These offerings, while seemingly 
keeping students from their studies, instead provide much needed oppor-
tunities for students to interact in fun community-building moments. 
This page praised the effons of all involved in a quite successful, though 
wet, homecoming weekend. Since then, the list of campus activities has 
increased even more spectacularly. 
On Friday Oct. 11, the senior class had its "Battle of the Bands" and 
senior balcony party in the gymnasium. Tpe next day, the athletic 
department provided transportation to Mount Union for students to attend 
the varsity football game. 
On Oct. 14, JCU's first ever "Midnight Madness" rally was held to cheer 
on the women's and men's basketball teams. More than 350 people 
panicipated in giveaways and contests. 
On Oct. 15, the student run radio station, WUJC 88.7FM, offered its 
"Record release party" in the Wolf-n-Pot. The station personnel estimate 
that over 500 people showed up for free compact discs and tapes from Sony 
Records. The Wolf-n-Pot hasn't seen that many people concentrated in its 
walls since 1987, when it was the Rathskeller bar. 
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On Oct. 21 WUJC once again planned a unique event, sponsoring the 
touring Toad The Wet Sprocket. The alternative group played an acoustic 
concen to a packed Inn Between during dinner hours. Those exiting from 
the cafeteria were given a wonderful treat of music. 
And still, WUJC presents Jello Biafra, "controversial" speaker and 
former member of the Dead Kennedys, next Monday in Kulas A uditori urn. 
On Sunday, the Student Union proudly offers funnyman Joe Piscopo. 
The opening act is Carl Rosen, a musician who appears regularly at Carroll. 
The SU has wanted to provide such a popular concert to the student body 
for years, and the student body should show their support by attending this 
comedy and music concen in the varsity gymnasium. 
The above litany of activities is to prove a point. 
The JCU community is being offered an exciting array of events in 
which to be entertained. This is impressive, and the community can show 
its respect by enthusiastically attending as many of these events as 
possible. Without active suppon, such programming will quickly fade, 
leaving students with only a Nintendo set from which to find entertainment. 
Truth, justice are 
everyone·s duty 
This weekend, members of The Carroll News staff attended 
the Society of Professional Journalist National Convention, 
by held at the Stouffer Hotel in downtown Cleveland. While there, 
Mark Schreiner we were to put out, with the help of the staff of the Daily Kent 
Stater, a newspaper each of the convention's four days. 
The paper was to cover the convention, the seminars, and the 
featur(~ speakers. Easy stuff. UncontroversiaJ copy. 
The theme was the 200th anniversary of the frrst amendment and particularly the 
journalist's role in its protection. At seminars again and again, they reached the 
conclusion that the heart of the first amendment, as it applied to the press, was the 
unrestricted ability to tell the truth. 
At one session given by Jacqueline Leo, editor in chief ofF amily Circle Magazine. 
she told how her publication had printed a story last year entitled, "Toxic Nightmare on 
Main Street," a column abo~;~t chemical contamination in a small Arkansas town. 
In response to the article, the local paper asked FCM to "stay in the kitchen." 
In a follow-up article on the danger of pesticides to children and pets, ChemLawn, 
a chemicallawncare flnn, circulated a form hate letter for its employees to send to Leo. 
Leo later said, "We will continue to be straight forward. Women today want how-
to infonnation to extend beyond the picket fence into the community and even into 
Washington Politics." 
Journalists and others who search for truth will, even in this free country, be attacked 
every step of the way. But by comparison, our situation here in the U.S. is easy. 
A reporter for theM iami Herald came to the press room and asked to speak to a staff 
member. He told me that an SPJ member, Evans Paul, who was radio journalist and 
Mayor of Port-au-Prince, Haiti, was now in hiding, and fearing for his life. Rogue 
military units had beat him terribly, and forced him to move into the hills. The Miami 
reporter's contact, a fonner reporter and humanitarian, faxed us a story about the 
Haitian's troubled state. 
Two facts about this situation struck me. First, that Paul had faced this same trouble 
in 1980 for his words against the harsh governing of Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier • 
and second, in this new round of terror, that journalists were being treated as criminals. 
Even the person who was writing the story feared for her life. Suddenly, those easy 
convention stories seemed meaningless. 
The new government of Haiti has no concern for truth. There's is power. Chern Lawn 
has no need for truth. Its concern is profit. 
Sp<x:ial concern is the natural enemy of truth and democracy. It is galling to me that 
that same town in Arkansas, where the federal government had corroborated FCMs data, 
did not seelc to act on the infonnation. Rather, they became recalcitrant and nasty. 
Chern Lawn didn't want to see if their stuff was making lcids sick. They'd rather bash 
those who raised doubts. The new Haitian junta (leaders of a nation long oppressed) 
chose not to hearpeoplespeakfreely, but rather would uy to intimidate those that might 
We must have the courage to tell what we know of the truth. Others, whose logic 
is clouded by special interest, cannot be allowed to stand in the way of the journalistic 
mission. It is also the duty of newspaper readers to see that truth is not obscured. The 
reporter's late-breaking story is just the 
beginning of a process of promoting ~ 1 
and protecting the truth--the only way ! ,at/L 
of affecting real, postive change. 
~----~~~------~---------
The Carroll News, October 24,1991 
Parking problems not solved 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in regard 10 the ridiculous campus parking 
problem that most of us face every time we drive through 
the front gate and to the poor attitudes and wrong action 
taken by campus security. 
As a rule I arrive on campus a full25 minutes before my 
fU'St class. Usually I barely make it into the room on time, 
if not a few minutes into class, because I cannot fmd a place 
to park my car. I think that after paying $100a year to park, 
this is just ridiculous. As far as I am concerned, the plan to 
help alleviate this problem as proposed by J. Francis 
McCaffrey, DirectOr of Security, is a joke. I pay enough 
money to park on campus; there is no way I am going to pay 
that much and be inconvenienced by leaving my car 
somewhere on Warrensville and talcing a shuttle. I'd rather 
start roller-skating to school. 
But until today I was not really aggravated enough to 
write about iL This morning after riding around the parking 
lot for a full 25 minutes without seeing any sign of a spot 
opening up (while putting close to five miles on my 
odometer just in the parlcing lot), I decided I had to risk it 
and park illegally. I knew I was in in the wrong, but I was 
left with no other choice realizing that it was more impor-
tant to me not to be marked absent in class. When security 
is threatening to tow a donn student'scar, they are notified 
and told to either move or risk being towed. But I was towed 
without so much as a ticket on my car as a warning. Why 
are all the resident students given the extra effort of a 
warning phone call when off-campus students aren't even 
given a written warning or one courtesy hour or any kind 
of chance to move? Why docsn 't JCU cut out the "Mickey 
Mouse" efforts 10 alleviate the parking problem and do 
something concrete about it, like spend some of the $40 
million allocated to campus expansion on student parking. 
That would be areal step in improving relations that Carroll 
seems so concerned about. 
Sabrina Fleming 
Class of 1992 
To the Editor: 
The parking problem at John Carroll is not one that can 
be easily solved. I believe the latest solution implemented 
by the security department, while a sign of progress and 
effort, is not a feasible one. 
If it is necessary to acquire additional parlcing areas 
outside of campus, why not obtain spots closer 10 JCU? 
This would eliminate the expense of buying a van and the 
cost of parking tickets to students. Has the security 
department tried working with University Heights police 
to extend the two hour parking limit on streets? 
Additionally, the memo handed to all commuters on 
October 4, 1991 indicated that the shuttle service would 
begin on October 14. Yet, in the Oct. 10 issue of The 
Carroll News, it was stated that service would begin on 
OctOber 28th. Obviously, pertinent details regarding the 
shuttle service have not been thoroughly worked out. 
What will result in the ensuing weeks is even more 
confusion and hosulity on the part of commuting stu-
dents. 
Angela Fatica 
Class of 1992 
Editors note: The shuttle service is currently in effect. 
Campus jobs not meaningless 
To the Editor: 
We would like to address the article the last CN about 
the "invaluable" services that work study provides to the 
campus. Under this program we have received jobs that 
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itor , 
are valuable both to us and the University. In our work for 
the Computer Services Department, we are responsible for 
connecting faculty, staff, and administration to the VAX 
systems. In addition, we pcrfonn weekly backups of all 
administrative, library, faculty, and student data on the 
local VAX cluster. Upon completing backups, the systems 
need to be thoroughly inspected 10 ensure that all network 
connections have been established, as well as verifying that 
aU administrative software and data are available to the 
users. If these backups are not pcrfonned properly data 
could be lost. 
John Carroll is not an academic utopia. People cheat, 
steal, and vandalize. Without the help of student monitors 
in the computer labs, in the language labs, or in the library, 
this university would be a target for theft and vandals. 
Often students complain about the hours that the labs and 
library are open. Phrases such as " ... they should be open 24 
hours" and "we need more computers on campus" can be 
heard around mid-tenns and finals. Without the help of 
work-study employed students, this university would shut 
down at 5:00 when the paid professionals who manage 
these facilities go home. Is that the alternative to a "use-
less" work-study program? 
Tim Kulbago James Spitznagle 
Class of 1992 Class of 1993 
SU Film Series defended 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the Forum article in the 
October 10 issue of The CN written by Cindy Ford. This 
article had some very valid criticisms of the movie Thelma 
and Louise. However.l Lb.ink &bearucle rotaN bavegone 
too far. Admittedly, the sound was far from good. This is 
a problem that the Student Union Film Series staff is trying 
to correct right now. As for the other problems mentioned 
in the article, I think they were largely exaggerated. Ford's 
"black void wasteland" was a section at the very bouom of 
the screen which may have reached dimensions of about a 
fooL It was an annoyance at most. I understand how 
writer's block affects people, but what is the point of 
making a problem sound worse than it actually is? 
Ford also offers a possible solution to students- just 
don'tgosee any more of the movies in Kulas. I don't think 
this is the best way to solve our problem. It is not as if we 
are maliciously distorting the sound on purpose. Getting 
back at us by not coming to the movies will not prove a 
point, or help solve our equipment problems. 
We are trying 10 get our sound problems straightened 
out I can say with confidence that the quality of our movies 
will improve with time. However, keep in mind, that these 
are your fellow students volunteering to show the movies, 
doing their best with the equipment and resources available. 
Dennis Reardon 
Co-Director, S.U. Film Series 
Does CN hove double standard? 
To the Editor: 
Concerning your piece, "Responsibility must accom-
pany challenges," The Carroll News states that 'Thechoice 
to remain anonymous somehow nullifies responsibility for 
the assertions that are made. If responsibility is not ac-
cepted, changes cannot be undertaken." Docs this not hold 
true for Tara Schmidtke's anonymous witness?" 
Why is it that when this so-called witness spoke, her 
words were printed? Is there a double standard for Tara 
Schmidtke and the rest of The CN ? I wonder. 
Why couldn't Tara Schmidtke just stick to the facts and 
have enough class 10 write a decent article? 
I am personal friend of Sean Friday and I was with 
him at the scene of the accident. It made me sick to read 
the article on him! I can't imagine how his family must 
have felt! 
IwishTheCN wouldwritewithsomeclass! Oris that 
too much too ask? 
Mike Ruffing 
Class of 1994 
Campus moil found inefficient 
To the Editor: 
As a returning sophomore to John Carroll University, I 
have noticed that the mail service here has gotten progres-
sively worse. Last year a number of letters and important 
fmancial papers that were sent in my name never reached 
my mailbox. And already this year I have run into a number 
of problems. 
How can a letter from Illinois that is postmarked Sept. 
16 not be delivered to a student's mailbox unul Sept. 24? 
Or, what's the pomt of mom rushing a package for over-
night service, when the student never receives a package 
slip and has 10 go to the mailroom five days later practically 
begging for it to be looked up. 
I have also found it safer and more efficient if the letter 
is mailed from the U.S. Postal Service mailbox outside of 
the Administration Building, rather than the box in the 
RecPlex. Why is everything so slow? Do we need more 
student workers? Or docs the problem lie with the man-
agement? It seems like something can be done to speed up 
this service. Please folks, just do it! 
Katie~·~~F---~~~~--~~~~ 
Class of 1994 
Involvement key for Frosh class 
To the Editor: 
Fora month now I have heard complaints from freshmen 
that there is nothing to do at John Carroll and this letter is 
forthem. ThekeytosuccessatauniversitythesizeofJohn 
Carroll is involvement Many of you were mvolved tn 
student government in high school, yet the tum out for 
Freshmen elections was very poor. The Student Union set 
up the Organization Fair to encourage involvement, yet 
only a few took advantage of iL 
The Senior Class sponsored a Battle of the Bands to 
provide a campus event. This was done in conjunction 
with a Senior Balcony Party, but the event was for the 
whole school, so that everyone could enjoy the activity. 
not just the upperclassmen. The event was similar to one 
of the most successful events of my freshman year, New 
Years in November, where underclassmen filled the gym 
while the seniors had their own party. Unfortunately. only 
a handful of people under 21 attended the Battle of the 
Bands. 
Exactly what kind of activities or organizations are 
you looking for? 
There are plenty of things to do and ways to be involved 
at John Carroll. Until attitudes change from passive to 
active, nothing will change. I challenge you to get involved 
and "Make a Difference." 
Deanne Hanley 
Class of 1992 
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Senate circus disappoints American people 
by Cindy Ford 
Forum Writer 
Thurmond accused Hill, with 
no shred of proof, of being men-
tally unstable. According to Thur-
mond, Hill lusted over Thomas 
and felt scorn that he did not r~ 
tum her feelings. 
Ultimately ,the Senate w<~nt on 
a power trip, using their power to 
tum this tragedy into a spectacle 
that not only victimized Thomas 
and Hill, but also all blacks, all 
women, and the whole conf1Jl11a-
dergarten class minus a teacher. 
Until the Senate grows up and 
the Republicans and Democrats 
stop this constant bickering and 
slander against each other, no is-
sue can be seriously taclcJed by the 
At no other time in my short 
life have I ever witnessed a week 
when this country's government 
has failed its people more severely 
than last week's debate over the 
confirmation of Judge Clarence 
Thomas to the Supreme Court. 
I hardly know where to start 
with what was most offending in 
the Senate's message to the nation 
and its people. 
When the charges of sexual 
harassment were brought forth 
from Law Professor Anita Hill of 
the University of Oklahoma by 
groups dedicated to stop Thomas' 
nomination, our Senate, which 
supposedly represents us, turned 
into a shameful circus. 
Thurmond also claimed that 
Hill suffered from delusions and 
lived in her own fantasy world. 
This type of accusation and 
behavior from a United States 
senator is just not acceptable. 
However, sadly enough, 
Thurmond's behavior was typical 
of the behavior exhibited during 
the confirmation hearings: 
The senators used Professor 
Anita Hill almost as offensively 
as Judge larence Thomas 
alledgedly had. Once again, the 
accuser be~ame the accused. 
The senators used Hill almost 
as offensively as Thomas alleg-
edly had. 
Once again, the accuser ~ 
came the accused. 
Sen. Strom Thurmond,R -S.C., 
represented the worst behavior, 
behavior that has no place in the 
Senate. 
The senators took this ex-
tremely painful, personal case and 
used it to fling mud at one another. 
Not only were the American 
people failed by the Senate, but so 
were the two major victims, Hill 
and Thomas .. 
Hill was judged by men based 
on their perception of how she· 
should have reacted to the sexual 
harassment situation years ago. 
Thomas was used by the sena-
tors to push racial tensions into a 
case that should have had nothing 
to do with race. 
tion process. 
The spectacle also victimized 
the credibility of the U.S. Stmate. 
Anyone who watched the debate 
on the Senate floor only !hours 
away from the fmal confmnation 
vote lost some respect for the Sen-
ate. 
While Sen. Hank Brown, R-
Colo., spoke of this day of confrr-
mationasa "day of anguish," other 
senators were seen in the back-
ground talking and laughing and 
definitely not listening. 
The Senate looked like a kin-
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Senate, as was obviously evident 
by this week's events. 
The Republicans smeared Hill 
in every which way and the 
Democrats tore every bit of pride 
from Thomas. 
What message does this send 
to the people in this country? 
First, that women who dare to 
come forth and accuse anyone of 
sexual harassment will be treated 
with suspicion and bitterness and 
without respect 
Secondly, that anyone accused 
of sexual harassment may hide 
behind any sexual or racial stereo-
type as his/her defense and dodge 
any questions about the actual 
incident 
Finally, that the senators can-
not separate themselves as indi-
viduals, not parties, long enough 
to view any issue fairly. 
To view this issue fairly, the 
Senate needed to look at Thomas' 
experience and character. 
The National Bar Association 
obviously did not think Thomas 
was the best person for this job. 
Thomas has limiiCd legal experi-
ence, and even the hint of sexual 
harassment should cause anyone 
to doubt his qualifications. 
Given the fact that the accusa-
tion was brought forth and backed 
up by an educated, intellectual 
woman, such as Hill, and the fact 
that there is a doubt over Thomas' 
abilities. these considerations 
alone should be enough to consider 
that there might be someone bet-
ter suited for the high position in 
the Supreme Court. 
Yet most of the senators dis-
missed the charges and the other 
facts and voted on Thomas be-
cause he was what the President 
wanted, not what the people 
wanted. 
I myself feel misrepresented, 
as many Americans should. 
No one asked me if I stood 
behind Thomas, yet President 
Bush says that the American 
people do. 
I didn't think Thomas was 
qualified before the hearings and I 
still think that there must be 
someone better out there for 
nomination. 
Not many people ever get the 
chance to see the Senate working. 
These hearings allowed the public 
to peek in the door. The Senate bad 
a chance to show their stuff, to 
make the electorate proud of their 
votes, and to renew our faith in a 
failing system. 
What was witnessed was em-
barrassing for the senators as well 
as all the people who voted them 
into office. 
In the one moment when the 
Senate needed to pass the test of 
national scrutiny, they flunked 
miserably. 
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JCU focus reinains on students Church ir1fluences 
scientific development 
by Anton Zuiker 
The Kulas Auditonum stage 
was empty except for a John 
News 
Analysis 
Carroll tapestry 
hangtng and 
spothghted at 
center stage. 
From the bal-
cony came the sounds of "Water 
Music" played by the JCU Brass 
Quintet. 
At 4:00p.m. on Oct. 14 faculty 
and staff members filed into the 
auditorium to hear a university 
convocation offic1ally launching 
the$40 million capital fund drive. 
"We are here today to mark a 
momentous occas1on, the begin-
ning of a five year campaign," 
said Paul Kantz, vice-president for 
development, speaking from a 
podium in front of the stage. 
Kantz proclaimed it fitting that 
the launching of the campaign be 
that day, which was the Columbus 
Day holiday. 
Jack Breen '56, chairman of 
the Board of Trustees and also 
chairman of the capital campaign, 
explained the need for the cam-
1 I 
Aerobics reinstated: After 
being cancelled temporarily, the 
aerobics classes being offered by 
the physical education department 
has been resumed. Classes were 
cancelled because the teachers 
were unable to obtain work-study 
payment This problem has been 
resolved and the classes have re-
sumed. 
Piscopo rumor unravelled: 
The Joe Piscopo concert is still on 
for Sunday, Oct. 27 despite recent 
rumors that asserted otherwise. 
Therumors did not hurt ticket sales 
according to Moe McGuinness. 
McGuiness added that approxi-
mately half of the 3000 available 
tickets have yet to be sold. 
paign, entitled "Our values, Our 
responsibility." 
"1lus value-centered umversity 
must maintain its vitality in this 
changing world. We must not 
only exisl, we have to thrive," said 
Breen. 
Therefore, the $40 mill1on 
dollar campaign. 
Rev. Michael Lavelle, presi-
dent of John Carroll, echoed 
Breen's ambitions by saying "We 
[JCU] aspire to be in the first rank 
of Jesuit and private universities. 
We're not on the verge of that 
we're there. And we've done this 
on a shoestring." 
Of the intended treasure chest 
of $40 million, Lavelle intends 1 S 
of that to go to building improve-
ments. 
"I want to have a steamshovel 
on this property as long as I'm 
president," exclaimed Lavelle. 
Last year Lavelle stated to the 
Student Union that 1991 was the 
fLCStyearinsix thatbuildingactiv-
ity had ceased. 
Lavelle admitted that "a great 
many of our faculty are housed in 
inadequate and aging offices ... the 
library is no longer sufficient...and 
Parking 
continud rrom page 1 
Theproblemsrevolvingaround 
the bill concerned the provisions 
which set a limited number of 
permits to be sold, first to com-
muters, then to on-campus stu-
dents. The senators speaking 
against the bill were opposed to 
having on-campus students wait-
ing behind commuters for permits. 
Benneu said he anticipated 
problems with the bill before he 
even presented it 
"Obviously this bill isn't per-
fect and needs changes," he said. 
There will be a meeting at 8 
p.m. on Monday, Oct. 28 in the 
SU officewhere Bennet and the 
off campus senators will work to 
makethe bill more satisfactory. 
faculty are tembly undcrpa1d." 
The S2S m1llion for endowment 
will go to improve these condi-
tions. 
Theuntvers1ty'sfocusremains 
on the students, though. Thecon-
vocauon, in hmted ways, equated 
student recruitment as cruc1al to 
the vitality of the universlly. 
"We have to draw the same 
students from the same social and 
intelligence levels, and to lllcrcase 
minority enrollment," stated 
Lavelle. 
These social levels are ones 
that can afford an ever rismg cost 
ofeducauonhereatJCU. Minority 
enrollment is up to six percent of 
total student enrollment. 
"In many cases the umversity 
is left to a parenting role and m 
some ways it docs more the work 
in helping students grow up than 
everbefore,"saidchairmanBreen. 
"The t1me has come for us to 
support the values of education 
that make a difference every day 
of our lives." 
With that, the university's $40 
million capital campaign rumbles 
on to provide the funds with which 
to improve this institution and raise 
4 000 oun rsons. 
by Thomas Jefferds and 
Jacki Kubik 
The influence of the church on 
science can best be viewed by 
examining the scient1fic discov-
eries made by ind1vidual men of 
the church, accordmg to Dr. 
Patricio A.A. Laura, a professor 
of Engineering at the Nauonal 
University in Argemma. Laura 
spoke at John Carroll University 
on October 16. 
At this lecture, whtch was 
sponsored by the Ohio Aerospace 
Institute, Laura stressed the con-
tribution of the Catholic church to 
scientific development. 
"You will seldom find a 
physicist or astronomer that docs 
not believe in God," said Laure!. 
"ManymenoftheCatholicChurch 
have lived for God's w1ll in faith 
and science." 
In addition to bemg an Engi-
neering professor, Laura 1s also 
the Director of the Institute of 
Applied Mechanics. 
As a part of this lecture, Laura 
mentioned the discoveries made 
by 27 men of the church, which 
included Galileo Newton 
·pht>ID by llnn.Joc SICU!a 
Patricio A.A. Laura 
Aqumas, Copernicus, St. Albert 
the Great, Anstotleand St Is1dore. 
"Newton and Gah leo were two 
of the greatest men of sctence of 
allumes," said Laura "Fruth and 
science have a formidable range 
of intellectual activity." 
Accordmg to Laura, the dis-
covenes of these men greatly in-
fluenced the evoluuonof different 
aspccl<; of SCience SinCe they all 
had varying spcciahlies and all 
had a behef in God. 
"A person can be a SCientist as 
well as someone who believes in 
God," said Laura. "In fact, many 
times it is absolute! neces. " 
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Students becoming aware of alcohol 
Drinkers express responsibility for their actions while looking out for others 
by Beth Campbell 
Despite the law that states that in order to purchase or 
consume alcohol one must be twenty-one years of age, 
college students continue to participate in illegal acts 
regarding alcohol. 
College students drink alcohol at bars, in their donnito-
ries and at various off campus parties. Students are fmding 
this "activity" to be stress relieving, while participating in 
a social atmosphere. However, drinking as a fonn of a 
social nonn is declining. 
One of the most pronounced effects of the laws setting 
21 as the legal drinking age is that many under-age students 
move into off-campus apartments so that they can drink 
free from the survellance of university officials. Other 
students smuggle alcohol into their donnitories. As a 
result, univerSity officials have little real knowledge about 
how much drinking is actually going on. 
Studies have shown that under age drinking is declin-
ing among college age students. According to the New 
Yorlc: Times, in 1980, 81.1 percent of college students said 
they had one drink within 30daysand43.9 percent had five 
or more dnnks in two weeks. 
As the years progress, 1989 shows only 76.2 percent 
had one drink within thiny days and 41.7 percent had five 
or more drinks in a row. 
Statistics show a peak in 1984 to 45.5 percent of those 
surveyed who had five or more drinks in a two week period 
declined by a 3.7 percent from 1989. 
Also nine out of 10 students said they had consumed one 
drink or more m the last 12 months. This percentage 
remained vtnually unchanged throughout the 1980's. This 
confidcnual survey was done by the Institute for Social 
Service who researched 1,200 students. 
Some John Carroll students feel that in the past they 
were drinking every weekend in a compulsive fashion. 
This year, however, they find themselves declining the 
opponunity to go out drinking with their friends because 
of their studies. 
Researchers have shown a decline in drinking has 
proven to produce a downward tum in the problen1s asso-
ciated with alcohol consumption. 
Drunken driving and violent acts associated with alco-
hol consumption have decreased because of the continued 
awareness of the dangers of alcohol consumption. 
College students arc becoming more responsible for 
their actions while drinking. For instance, some students 
who are consuming alcohol make sure there is a designated 
driver. Students arc also making their own choices about 
when, where and why they arc going to drink alcohol. They 
arc not giving into the peer presure that was experienced in 
high school.. 
Society's pessimistic attitude on college students' drink-
ing continues and willl continue until drastic and progres-
sive results arc seen. Responsibility among the college age 
students who choose to drink is increasing. This continual 
awareness is brought about by other students, adults and 
national commiuccs holding activities to produce a better 
awareness of the dangers of alcohol. 
Students exhibit their responsibility in many ways. 
They designate a driver to remain sober, if everyone in the 
party wants to drink, a taXi cab is the best solution, and 
friends watch over each others actions. In these ways, 
many college students express their feelings of concern for 
each other andawarencsstoward the dangers of alcohol. 
Unless there is an incredible refonn that runs through 
college campuses, drinking activities among students will 
continue. All college students arc go;ing to have to 
facethis, but with moderation in drinking habits and more 
freqeunt expression of responsibility, there won't be a need 
for a refonn. 
On the whole, alcohol education programs and changes 
in public attitudes toward drinking are having a positive 
effect on college students. 
OFFICERS' TRAINI Epilepsy not to be 
feared, but understood 
BEI.JEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GOY 
IS IN CLASS. 
Excitement and advenrure IS the course descnp· 
non. and Army ROTC IS the name. Its the one col 
lege elecuve that builds your self-confidence. 
develops your leaderslup potential and helps you 
take on the challenges of command 
There"s no obhgauon unul your Juruor year, so 
there's no reason not to try 11 out nght now 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMABnST COWGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Contact Major David Ingham, ext. 4421 
by Julie Garvin 
Many people become para-
lyzed with fear when faced with 
someone suffering from an epi-
leptic seizure, but this need not 
happen. 
Although convulsive seizures 
are not a pan of most of our ev-
eryday lives, a basic knowledge of 
the subject can help us overcome 
our fear of the unknown. 
The Merck Manual, a medical 
text covering the most common 
and obscure diseases known in 
medicine today, defines epilepsy 
as a recurrent convulsive disorder 
of the cerebral function character-
ized by sudden attacks of altered 
consciousness, motor activity, 
sensory phenomena or inappro-
priate behavior. 
According to The Merck 
Manual, 15 percent of adult epi-
lepsy cases are idiopathic, mean-
ing that no cause is known for the 
disease. However. some expens 
are of the opmion that idiopath1c 
epilepsy is caused by a mtcro-
scopic scar in the brain due lo 
birth trauma or other injury. 
Convulsive seizures emanate 
from a specific or generalized 
disruption in cerebral function 
occurring in response to ccnain 
stimuli. A nerve discharge then 
spreads to other areas of the brain 
resulting in convulsions and a loss 
of consciousness. 
The Merck Manual cites anti-
convulsant drugs as the basic 
treatment for epilepsy. It also 
stresses the idea that epileptics 
should engage in a nonnallife that 
includes moderate exercise. 
It is most imponant to note that 
most epileptic patients are other-
wise nonnal between attacks aside 
from the use of anti-convulsant 
drugs which can dull alertness. 
In most states, licensing bu-
reaus will issue driving penn its to 
epilepsy patients after their sei-
zures have been stopped for at 
least a year. 
What should one do if faced 
with the situation of a person 
suffering an epileptic seizure? 
Dr. Joseph Koelliker, a physi-
Cian, advises, "As quickly as pos-
sible get them in a lying down 
posttion. The primary thing is to 
clear the airway." He stresses the 
imponance of keeping the airway 
clear by placing some soft mate-
nal in the comer of the person's 
mouth. Do not use your fingers or 
hand. Then call for help. 
Epilepsy is a serious disease, 
but it can be controlled to the 
extent that its sufferers can lead 
otherwise normal lives. Fear is in 
no way necessary. 
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Speaker hopes to 
stir things up 
by Patrick Scullin 
Campus Ufe Editor 
On Monday, Oct. 24 at 7:30 
p.m., Jello Biafra, one of the 
nation's most controversial 
speakers, will appear in Kulas 
Auditorium. 
Biafra has spoken on many 
topics in the past, including cen-
sorship, the government and mis-
conceptions about marijuana. He 
has appeared on such national talk 
shows as Oprah Winfrey and Phil 
Donahue. 
Any students who are planning 
to participate in the Belize study 
and travel tnp over the Holiday 
Break must sec Ruth Bower in 
Biafra used to be the front man 
forthepunk-rockband'TheDead 
Kennedy's." He also ran unsuc-
cessfully for mayor of San Fran-
cisco in 1980. 
Dennis Dew, WUJC-FM sta-
tion manager, contacted Biafra's 
agent and arranged the talk. The 
Student Union will be sponsoring 
the event. 
"We expect to fill Kulas Au-
ditorium," Dew said. "[It is] al-
most comical the way he docs it. 
He is very good at satire." 
the International Studies Depart-
ment and pay a nonrefundable 
deposit ofS 100 no later than Oct. 
25. Spaces are still available. 
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CAMPUS LIFE 
question of the week : 
Hcldl Nowak 
Junior 
Page7 
"What is the best excuse you've 
used in turning down a date?" 
Sean Flaherty 
Sophomore 
Dave Humphries 
J unior 
''To feed my fish." "What date?" "My bowling league meets 
on Friday." 
l 
Tina McKenzie 
Freshman 
Tom O'Unn 
Freshman 
Greg Sober 
Senior 
"Only if I can take my 
boyfriend." 
'Take a number." "It would be too 
expensive because I'd 
pay for it anyway." -pbocoo by Jen Williamt 
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JCU gets Toad the Wet Sprocket .... 'Vnplugged' · 
by Mike Thomas 
Entertainment Editor 
as well. yet," said 20 year-old lead singer 
The set staned with "Walk on Phi11ips. 
For 30 minutes on Monday, 
Oct 21, the promising alternative 
band Toad the Wet Sprocket vis-
ited the Inn Between of John Car-
roll University's Recreation Cen-
ter for an acoustic set 
the Ocean" and continued wilh "In the smaller places we' ve 
"Come Back Down" from !heir had our own audiences. With the 
Pale album and "Is It For Me" off B-52'sit was fun, but the audience 
"It was published in Scene 
magazine that they were going 10 
be in Cleveland," said Dennis 
Dew, station manager at JCU's 
radio station WUJC. 
"We got everything together in 
about a week. It was really short 
notice. I'm really surprised that 
so many people on and off campus 
showed up. We had them play in 
the Inn Between so people going 
to and from dinner would see and 
hear them." 
On their way to Boston for an-
other gig, Toad stopped by Car-
roll for a promotional set to pub-
licize their newest album and 10 
reinforce the group's past music 
the newest release, Fear. 
Equipped only with two acous-
tic guitars, a mandolin, a lead and 
very scant percussion, Toad played 
to a crowd of about 300 who 
stuffed themselves into every 
crevice in attempts to view this 
talented band. 
Some sang along with every 
song, while others sat back and 
listened intently 10 the two and 
three part harmony rem in iscen t of 
R.E.M. and the Indigo Girls. 
Dean Dinning, Randy Guss, 
Todd Nichols and Glen Phillips 
comprise this highly talented 
quartet. 
Together six years, they have 
opened for such bands as the B-
52' s,but enjoy playing their own 
gigs in smaller venues. 
"This has been our best tour 
came t<' the concert and said 
'Who's "1is Toad thing?' Our 
biggest problem is finding places 
to play at our own level." 
Major influences on Toad in-
clude the Beatlcs as well as older 
artists from the 50's and early 
60's, but Toad's sound is defi-
nitely unique. Even without 
drums, they pumped out an 
acoustic set that was comparable 
to any professional band. 
Phillips, who writes all or the 
lyrics, came up with the band's 
name, which is derived from a 
Monty Python movie. 
"The alternate answer is 'what 
a woman yells when she has real 
orgasm,"' said Phillips. "We're 
sorry you've never heard that,." he 
quipped jokingly. 
At any rate, Toad put on a fan-
G'n R's Illusion II is classic cut 
by Ed Eizember 
Entertainment Writer 
While "Use Your Illusion I" 
"You Could Be Mine" which was 
on the "Terminal0r2" soundtrack. 
While this song was popular 
on MTV and received its fair share 
~~~~~~~~~ .. .J&\I.l!&'.a.~· ~  the ~~inted 
Your IllusiOn is, w1thout a and evcn scar JaJot'o?tJic oanCl's 
doubt, going for the jugular. "ll"is fans who fell the song was written 
essentially the entree and dessert to sell itself. 
of the collection. The highlight of the album is 
lt opens with the classicG'n'R "Estranged." The band's Zeppe-
rocker"Civil War" and closes with lin influence is shown here, and it 
Ax! rapping(!?!). In between is is a song that Led Zeppelin might 
100% U.S.D.A., grade A rock. have done themselves if they had 
Blasting into the album is the the chance. This song will be 10 
message-soaked"CivilWar." G' n 'R what "Stairway To 
The band does it cover of the Heaven'' is for Led Zeppelin, an 
Bob Dylan classic "Knockin' On all-time classic. 
Heaven 's Door" which was used Other high points on tl1e album 
in the "Days of Thunder" are "Pretty Tied Up," rhythm gui-
soundtrack a few years back. tarist lzzy Stradlin 's ode to rock 
Another soundtrack release is decadance. 
"Yesterdays" and "So Fine" are 
a couple of songs that can and 
most likely will receive some 
public airplay. 
Th' .bapd ..&i ..e.otionally in-
volved n the so!\gs they write. 
They will not detach them sci ves 
from their music, which is why it 
is so powerful. 
On U. Y .I. 1 & 2, Guns 'n Roses 
cranks out gut-level rock 'n' roll. 
No glitter, no looking down on 
the fans, but rather sharing with 
fans experiences and feelings they 
have had, and not experiences they 
want people to think they had. 
*This review is continued from 
the Oct. 3 issue as the second in a 
two part series. 
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tastic show, brief as it was. 
"We gotiOgether when we were 
in our teens and started jamming," 
said Phillips. "I guess we've never 
stopped." 
As the band tours the United 
States and beyond IOpromotctheir 
new album, many people will get 
a taste of true musicianship. Un-
adulterated, un sampled and 
maybe ...... UNPLUGGED. 
Photo by Mike SOC<O 
Todd Nichols and Glenn Phillips of Toad the Wet Sprocket 
perform Monday in the Inn-Between of JCU's Rec-Piex. 
Marineno·s The Nerd 
is enjoyable comedy 
Wearing the complimentary 
pocket protector that proclaimed 
the production of The Nerd, I 
walked into what seemed like my 
living room on the stage of the 
Marinello Little Theater. 
The communications depart-
ment production of The Nerd, a 
contemporary play by Larry Shue, 
is directed by senior J effLockshine 
and will conclude its run this 
Saturday. 
The livingroom is thesetofthe 
play, exquisitely designed and 
constructed by John Carroll Uni-
versity communications professor 
Catch the 
James Beck. This set sees some of 
the funniest action of any Little 
Theatre production of the last few 
years. 
That action revolves around 
main characterCubbert's wartime 
sav ior Rick Steadman (Mark 
Shearer, His first appearance 
nuue 0~ 'USly pegs him as the 
•• ..uo ..:r, the nerd. 
The dialogue of the play is 
absolutely hilarious, and the JCU 
cast succeeds in keeping the laughs 
emanating from the audience. 
The Nerd is comedy, and an 
enjoyable evening of comedy at 
that. And in the end, everyone is 
happy. Even the nerd. 
COLLEGE 
HOMECOMING 
FEVER 
witt\ Mr. Sensible 
and 
7th House (from Pittsburgh! 
at 
Peabody's Down Under 
on 
October 26,1991 
Wear or Carry Your College Colors (i.e. 
sweatshirt, i.d., etc.) Get $1 Off Admission 
and a Chance to Win the Band in the 
"Mr. Sensible Giveaway!" 
Celebrate Halloween with Mr. Sensible at 
Peabody's Cafe on October 31st 
s 
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Volunteering gives student chance to teach others 
by Meghan Gour1ey 
Staff Reporter 
In a world where people go to 
bed hungry every night, it is com-
forting to know that a hot meal 
awaits John Carroll University 
students every day. In a world 
where people sleep on the streets 
every night, it is comforting to 
know that a warm bed awaits 
CarroU students every nighL And 
in a world where people cannot 
read or write, it is comforting 10 
know that an education is available 
to CarroiJ students every day. 
Obviously, Carroll students are 
very comfortable. But it is nice to 
know that in the seclusion of JCU. 
someone still cares. Her name is 
Ricci Leigh Polsinelli. 
A junior, Polsinelli comes from 
Arnold, Pennsylvania and is ma-
joring in Psychology. Close to her 
parents and older brother. 
Polsinelli draws much of her 
strength from her family. She en-
joys traveling with them across 
the country and camp~ng. 
Quickly becoming homesick 
herfreshmanyear,Polsinellispent 
most of her weekends at home. 
Butfinally,determined to fmd her 
place on campus, she began to get 
more involved in campus projects. 
Like many other students, she 
gave up her meals for Meals on 
Wheels but had a continuing de-
sire to help more. Through her 
sorority. Theta Kappa, she was 
able to volunteer at food banks in 
addition to working through 
Campus Ministry. This past sum-
mer she led a Bible study group 
for women in her parish at home. 
In addition, Polsinelli volunteered 
at a government-funded day care 
center. 
To strengthen her faith and the 
faith of others through 
volunt.eerism, PolsineiJi worked 
with "Franciscans in Action" this 
summer. Meeting the criteria to 
participate, a single woman be-
tween the ages of 18 and 60, Pol-
sinelli volunteered her time for 
eight days. 
"We weren't being taught, we 
Jesuit devotes self to 
student education 
byChnsReed 
Staff Reporter 
Rev. William Biehl, S.J. the 
assistant dean of arts and sciences, 
spends much of his time helping 
underclassmen. 
"I make sure freshmen succeed 
in their studies and help a little 
with international studies," said 
Biehl. 
Biehl traveled and studied last 
year in Europe. While based in 
Louvain,auniversitytownoutside 
Brussels, Belgium, Biehl audited 
five courses in the fall semester 
and four in the spring. Biehl lived 
at the American College, which 
coordinates sabbalicals and hoUSC8 
seminars. 
Biehl attended Loyola Acad-
emy and Loyola Uni.versity in 
Chicago and graduated in 1953. 
Hereceivedhismaster'sdegreein 
philosophy at Xavier University 
in Cincinnati, graduating in 1954, 
just one year after completing his 
undergraduate degree. 
Soon after college, Biehl be-
came a novice in Milford, Ohio. 
His entrance to the order was 
prompted by a Jesuit professor at 
Loyola University who encour-
aged reading Latin texts, which 
eventually made Biehl realize he 
desired God's love and grace. 
Soon he was in the seminary at 
St. Louis University while doing 
doctoral work from 1957to 1963. 
Aspartofaspecialprogram,Bichl 
taught logic at John Carroll Uni-
versity for the 1963-1964 school 
.,-..........,.orrutr~ 
Rev. William Biehl, SJ. 
year. He then studied at the the-
ology seminary in North Aurora. 
OHio, and was ordained in 1967. 
He. re~ed to SL Louis Uni-
versity for three semesters and 
joined -the JCU community· J)e'- · 
manently in January 1970. 
Biehl taught philosophy at 
Carroll for 12 years, assuming his 
current position in 1982. 
''I'm happy doing what I'm 
doing," said Biehl. 
Currently, Biehl has several 
goals in mind. He would like to 
institute an uncredited, "summer 
boot camp," for those individuals 
unprepared for college. This pro-
gram would improve self-ex-
pression, reading, and writing 
skills to produce college material. 
"I don't want people to leave 
here thinking money is the most 
importantthing ... and I want people 
to respect others," said Biehl. 
"John Carroll is the kind of 
place I like being associated with," 
said Biehl. "I like the spirit of the 
people and that students are con-
cerned for each other." 
..,...... by Jcnl p,y 
Ricci Leigh Polsinelli finds support from her family and her 
personal relationship with God. 
were teaching others," said 
Polsinelli. 
This semester, she was chosen 
to head Project Gold. Project Gold 
is an organization for students to 
become involved with the hungry. 
the homeless, and the dying 
through organizations such as 
Malachi House for the terminally 
ill,SL Herman's soup kitchen, and 
Meals on Wheels. The students 
are broken into groups and volun-
teer their time and help to these 
establishments in the areas needed 
most. 
"I think it's really important to 
make community service a prior-
ity," said Polsinelli. "It'sone thing 
to help, but another thing to un-
derstand why social injustice hap-
pens. It's important for everyone 
to work together for social jus-
tice." 
Polsinelli is pleased with the 
incredible response the Student 
Union has received from the stu-
dents for Project Gold. 
Polsinelli 
acuvtties. She hopes to audition 
fora play at Carroll, butftrStneeds 
to find the time. 
"My parents exposed me 10 
different lifestyles through all-out 
traveling," said Polsinelli. She 
finds di fferemcultures interesting 
to explore. 
"I used to want to someday 
have my own pnvate practice in 
psychology," said Polsinelli. but 
now with her experience in social 
injustice, she would like to go into 
counseling for the underprivi-
leged. Graduate school is a pos-
sibi l ity. 
Regardless, Ricci Leigh 
Polsinelli will be doing a lot of 
what she is doing now: helping 
others to help themselves. 
In a world where people go to 
bed hungry, it is comforting 10 
Icnowthatsomeonemaygetameal 
tonight because of a Carroll stu-
denL In a world where people sleep 
on the streets, it is comforting to 
know someone will be warm to-
night because of a Carroll studenL 
In a world where people cannot 
read or write, it is comforting to 
know that a child may be put 10 
sleep with a bedtime story tonight 
because of a Carroll studenL 
~~~~==~====~====~==~~~~~==~~====~ 
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Men's soccer crushes 
Baldwin-Wallace, 6-2 
you missed Women's 
soccer 
lose 2-0 
Streaks remain undefeated 
by Julie Evans 
Sports Editor 
14-0. The streak remains 
alive. 
Ferrari. 
Ferrari increased both the 
pressure on B-Wand the score to 
4-1 as he scored his third goal of 
the game and 12th for the season 
with 30:22 remaining in the sec-
ond half. 
Cross country: The 
women's cross country team 
placed founecnth and the men's 
team finished twenty-seventh at 
the All-Ohio Invitational. Fin-
ishing at the top for the Streaks 
wereJuniorMichelleGreen, with 
a time of 19:34.0, and junior 
Joanna Tomazic, with a tune of 
20:07.4. Senior Jeff Ganor fan-
ished fJ.rst for the men's team in 
27:09.0. 
Soccer: The men's soccer 
team survived the devastating 
Lyons, defeating Mount Union 
5-1. Lyons broke his ankle in a 
collision with an opponent 30 
minuteS into the first half. Se-
nior Edmund Gai replaces 
Lyons. 
The women's soccer 
team stayed on itS roller-coaster 
ride of a season snapping their 
losing streak and creaung a win-
ning streak. The Streaks lost to 
Mount Union 1-0 and turned 
around the next day to defeat 
Wittenberg 4-0, leaving the 
Streaks with a record of 8-5. 
by lana Durban 
Sports Reporter 
The John Carroll University 
women's soccer team lost to 
Baldwin-Wallace 2-0 Tuesday 
night at George Finnie Stadium. 
The John Carroll University 
men's s:x:cer team reigned victo-
rious, defeating the Baldwin-
Wallace College Yellow Jackets 
6-2 on Wasmer Field in front of a 
home crowd on Wednesday. 
Senior Pablo Ramirez quick: I y 
added another' goal just 6 minutes 
later, his second for the game and 
21st for the season. Assisting 
Ramirez was senior Marty 
Gillespie with his first assist for 
the game and fourth for the sea-
son. 
Spikers drop two games "We played well, but some things just didn't go our way," 
said sophomore Michelle Keys. 
"They had the luck tonight." 
The Streaks dominated the 
field, giving the Yellow Jackets 
tittle time to mount an offensive 
attack. The Yellow Jackets were 
forced to play catch-up soccer. 
No one player dominated the 
Streaks' scoring offensive, allow-
ing the Streaks to employ the tal-
ents of the entire team and build a 
comfortable lead. 
"We wouldn't be 14-0 if we 
didn'tplay as a team and play well 
as a team," said sophomore Rick 
JCU's goalie, senior Edmund 
Gai, allowed only one more score 
before the Streaks added another 
point to the win column. 
The Streaks battle Otterbein 
at lp.m. Saturday on Wasmer 
Field. The Streaks have no major 
changes planned for Oberlin and 
hope to keep their undefeated 
season unscathed. 
Women's cross country 
wins at Mount Union 
--_.....~~·-- ., DaR~ 
Sports Reporter 
The JCU women's cross coun-
try team continued their domina-
tion of competitors last Saturday, 
fanishing first at the Mount 
Union Invitational. 
"We went into Mount Union 
on Saturday without two of our 
top seven runners," said coach 
Grove Jewett "The team's depth 
really paid off in this situation, 
and we came out victorious." 
The women's team consists of 17 
runners and four of the women 
placed in the top 12. 
The highest placing runner for 
the Streaks was junior Michelle 
Green, who came in third with a 
time of 20:04. Other runners 
finishing in the top 12 were junior 
Joanna Tomazic, freshman Jen 
lJamc1orf, and freshman Lauren 
Colaizzi. 
The men's cross country team 
placed fourth overall in the Mount 
Union Invitational, with two run-
ners fanishing in the top 10. 
Junior Ed Koontz finished 
highest for the men placing sixth 
with a time of 27:01. Senior Jeff 
Ganor also placed in the top 10 for 
the Streaks. 
"We area young team, and we 
have progressed each meet," said 
coach Don Stupica. "Our main 
purpose is to do well in the cham-
pionship where it counts." 
For both teams, this was their 
last chance to fine tune before the 
Ohio Athletic Conference Cham-
pionship, which will be held at 
John Carroll University on No-
vember 2 at 1 p.m. 
by Mike Kadlub 
Sports Reporter 
The John Carroll women's 
volleyball team dropped two 
matches Saturday to even their 
record at 15-15. Theteamclropped 
to fifth in the Ohio Athletic Con-
ference by virtueofitS4-2 record 
against conference foes. 
The Streaks nearly upset OAC 
from-runner Musk:ingum before 
bowing out in five sets (5-15, 16-
14, 10-15, 15-12, 7-15). The 
Streaks have not fared well in five-
set matches in recent history, 
winning only once since 1985. 
That victory came two weeks ago 
when JCU dropped Marietta (15-
11 , n-ts, 15-3, 10-1s, lS-6). 
Following theMusk:ingwn loss, 
the Streaks fell short again in their 
second match of the day versus 
non-conference Grove City (9-15, 
11-15). 
Head Coach Gretchen 
Weitbrecht was pleased the 
Streaks took Muskingum to five 
sets. 
"We have shown that we can 
play with the best teams in the 
conference," said Weitbmcht. 
Weitbrecht praised the play of 
freshmen Kathy Frick:rnan and 
Stacey Mullally and sophomore 
Beth Priestap. 
"She (Frick:rnan) gave usa solid 
all-around performance and she is 
starting to play with more confi-
dence," said Weitbrecht 
Mullally had 21 kills in the loss 
Mayfield & Warrensville 
LATE Mon-Thurs 'til 2 am 
1 BUY ANY TWO 1 1 
pIZZA I FOOTLONGS I SIX INCH I 
I AND GET THE I SANDWICH I 
I SUB SANDWICH I THIRD ONE I FOR ONLY I 
: $1.99 : FREE! II $1.99 II Anykind!A . 1 1 1 n~srze. 
l~ji);!IJl;\'il ~ji);ii}J;\'i I ~1iJ;il,ii;WiJ I ~1IJ;Ji}J~ 
I Mayfield & Warrensvillel Mayfield & Warrensville I Mayfield & warrensville I Mayfield & Warrensville I 
L .. -~~.:2~~ ........ 1-,.,Wn,;~!;~~~-~.;_~.;·· ·~~~.!1!2.! ... ~~·-Wn•o4~~.!:~~~-~-1 .. ---··~-;.""".;- -... ..... ------..... .;-;;.··~-;. ..... ;-.. 
to Muskingum and 14 kills in the 
victory over Hiram earlier in the 
week. For her efforts, she gar-
nered OAC volleyball player of 
the week. 
Priestap helped out with a su-
perb back court performance which 
included 23 digs and perfect serve 
reception ( 17 for 17). 
"Losing to them (Musk:ingum) 
hurt us a little, but we have to learn 
from our losses and go from there," 
said Priestap. 
Weitbrecht believes the team's 
confidence level is a key factor in 
deciding what they will do the 
remainder of the season. 
"(We) have to keep up om con-
fidence level and we'll be fane, 
because weare very team-oriented 
and have positive attitudes," said 
Weitbrecht. 
Besides losing the match ver-
sus Musk:ingum,JCU alsolostone 
of the team's top performers in 
juniorK.arenD'Angelo. D'Angelo 
injured her knee and will be side-
lined for the remainder of the sea-
son. 
"She was a really good player 
and we'll miss her," said Mullally. 
Weitbrecht believes that the 
team will make the necessary ad-
justments. 
"The new people will just have 
to play their positions and we will 
be fane," said Weitbrecht. 
Priestap reiterated Weitbrecht's 
comments that the Streaks have 
the depth to play around the loss 
of D'Angelo. However, her pres-
ence on the court will be missed. 
John Carroll was on the de-
fensive for most of the game, as B-
W had seventeen shots on goal to 
JCU's nine. 
Senior tri-captain Aimee 
Zieroff said, "they played hard, 
and wanted it more. Despite many 
opportunites, we didn't put the 
shots away that we had to." 
B-W's first goal came with 
19:54left in the first half, as fresh-
man Josie Sanftlippo put it past 
JCU goalkeeper Mary Beth Fraser. 
JCU played strong defense for the 
remainder of the first half, and the 
beginning of the second half, as 
Fraser had three saves. 
However, at the 30:23 mark of 
the second half, seoior Sha~ 
UlmerscoredB-W's second goal. 
''The transition goal they scored 
really put us in the hole," saidJCU 
coach Les Szabo. "They knew 
who our target players were, and 
they covered them well." 
Despite the loss, Coach Szabo 
remain optimistic. ''I'm not dis-
appointed in the girls at all," he 
said. "We played to the best of our 
ability. They are simply a supe-
rior team." 
JCU, now 9-7 overall (3-5 in 
the OAC), prepares to play their 
final home game against Ohio 
Northern on October 30. 
"Ohio Northern is one of the 
top teams in the country, we will 
definitely have our hands full," 
Szabo said. "But we'll be alright 
as long as we don 't give them any 
easy goals." 
Tonight 10 pm- 2 am 
The Eddies 
Catch Monday Night Football on our 
HUGE 8ft. TV SCREEN 
and enjoy FREE subs from Subway 
Mon.-Sat. 3:00p.m. - 2:30a.m. 
Sun. I :00 p.m. -2:30a.m. 
Parking in rear 
Mastercard & 
Visa 
Accepted 
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Second half surge leads Streaks over Heidelberg 
by Brennan M. lafferty 
Asst. Sports Editor 
A comeback. That is exactly 
what the John Carroll offensive 
unit generated against Heidelberg 
University Saturday in the Streaks' 
23-21 footbaU victory at Wasmer 
Field. 
"The team never quit," said 
head coach Tony DeCarlo. "The 
offense moved the ball right down 
the field and hung in at the end." 
Senior quarterback MonteHaJl, 
benched earlier in the game, led 
the Streaks' resurgence on the 
winning drive by hitting senior 
wide receiver Hank Durica on a 
key fourth down conversion. 
From there, the Carroll offense 
methodically moved the ball 
down field with the help of sopho-
more wing back Gregg 
Genovese's 30-yard acrobatic grab 
of Hall's pass to put the Streaks 
into position to score. 
Down 17-21, the Streaks then 
capped off the scoring on a three 
yard run by junior running back 
WillieBeerswith only minutes to 
play. The extra point attempt for 
two points was unsuccessful as 
the Streaks were trying to force 
Hciodberg to score a touch<lown 
to win the game instead of a field 
goal. 
With the victory over Heidel-
berg, DeCarlo moved ahead of 
Ralph Vince into third place on 
JCU's all-time coaching wins list. 
DeCarlo's record stands at 32-11-
2 and counting. 
The Streaks (3-1-2, 3-0-2 in 
the OAC) were aided once again 
by strong play by the offensive 
line and therunningofOAC leader 
Beers (157 yards on 29 carries 
with three touchdowns). 
But it was the tough Carroll 
defense that allowed for the stir-
ring comeback as the Streaks de-
fense was only caught nat-footed 
on three plays as Heidelberg 
capitalized on the bag play. 
"I thought we played beauti-
fully as a defensive unit for62out 
of 65 plays," said junior inside 
linebacker Tony Fasanella. "We 
proved that we could come from 
behind and win as a team. There 
was a great deal of leadership ex-
hibited on the field that should 
help lead the team in the second 
half of the season." · 
Hopefully for the Streaks, that 
leadership will carry over mto this 
Saturday's game at Hararn College 
(1-5,1-4 in theOAC). The Terri-
ers arc coming off theu initial 
victory of the season when they 
beat Marietta 35-29. 
.. Although Hiram is not having 
a good ~ wo tDUII......-. 
focused as a team," said DeCarlo. 
"We hope to continue our solid 
CLASSIFIEDS 
If I I I 
RAISING 
For r.our fraternity 
soronty, team or other 
campus organization. 
A•S01URLY' NO 
INVISJMJNT •tQUI.JDI 
CALL1·800·950·8472, ext. SO 
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND 
EXCELLENT BUSINESS 
EXPERIENCE II Openings available 
for individuals or student organizations 
to promote the country's's most 
successful SPRING BREAK tours 
Call Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-
327~ 13 
Hetghts by owner. 2443 Milton Rd. 
SpaciOus 4 bdnn. 2.5 bath colonial, 
extra~large bedroom, screened porch. 
family & breakfast room, lim shed rec 
room. a1r & security. close to 
transportation & Gesu. Move in 
condition For Appt. call 382-5388. 
Tae Kwon Do Club: John Varga still 
has wqu1prnent from last year Want 
11 back? Call Russ at248-1110 
... 
Brent D - nice ticket behind the 
football fence at homecommg Next 
11me be d1screet P.S you were 
demedl 
Jim F. • Great game! You're the 
biggest sweetheart! · a secret 
adm~rer. 
Fundra1ser We're looking for a 
fratermty, sororotiy or student 
-----------4 organization that would hke to make 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to $S00.$1500 foraoneweek makeling 
students or student organizations projectoncampus. Mustbeorganized 
promoting our Spring Break and hard-working. Call Betsy or Mary 
Packages. Goodpay&fun. CaiiCMI Bothat1 -800-592-2121. 
1-800-423-5264 
Car for sale· '88 Mustang GT amlfm 
cassette. sunroof, full power. till, 
cruise, 5-speed, excellent condition. 
$8700 74~754 In memory Ben Stafansky, brought 
tho American Dream to so many 
running game against them and 
improve our passing to complete 
our game plan." 
Carroll kicks off against the 
Terriers at Hiram this Saturday at 
1:30 p.m. 
The week before a ainst OAC 
J. 
,L#/'I.AL~ 
C..ltU.~ If( 
:r: 1'1' A 
~u,.JbLJL 
rival Mount Union theStreakstied 
their second game of the season. 
Carroll looked to be stanng 
their second loss of the season in 
the face when junior wide receiver 
Craig Frabotta blocked the po-
tential ame-winnnin 19- ard 
field goal by the Purple Raiders to 
preserve a 20-20 tie. 
Carroll, Mount Union, 
Muskingum, and Baldwin-
Wallace remain in contentton for 
the OAC title and a possible berth 
an the NCAA III Pia -offs. 
~~ 
VINCE POLICK 
have you heard this one? 
A few quotes from Norm ... 
"Women, you can' t Jive with them- pass 
the beer nuts." 
"Jack Frost nippin' at your nose Mister 
Peterson'~" 
"Yeah- but let's get Joe Beer mpptn' at 
my liver." 
"It • sa dog e.at dog world, and I'm wearing 
Milkbone underwear." 
"Did you ever want something that was 
just out of your reach?" 
"Yeah, those beer nuts." 
"No, I'm serious." 
SHE NEVER FELT SAFER THAN 
THAT MOMENT BY HIS SIDE •• • 
"So am I. Pass those bcernuts over here." 
Appolop:t 11> NBC ond tho _,,,...or Clourt 
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OVER 
40 
DIFFERENT 
SUBS 
s CALL 
321-6000 
For Faster Service 
is NOW OPEN!! 
at CEDAR CENTER 
OPEN 7 DAYS -- LATE NIGHT ON WEEKENDS 
Friday & Saturday until 4:00A.M. 
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner 
OPEN: MONDAY-- THRUSDAY 7:00A.M. TO MIDNIGHT • FRIDAY & SATURDAY UNTIL 4:00A.M. • SUNDAY 11 A.M.- 11 P.M. 
r·················· CLIP 'N SAVE 
I Hot Subs 
Burger 
Cheeseburger Sub 
Deli Burger 
Breaded Chicken 
ChiCken Parmesan 
Grilled ChiCken Breast 
Breaded Veal Cutlet ---
Ground Slfloin Sub 
Hot Ham·n·Cheese 
Bar-B-Que A1b 
Bar-B-Que Roast Beef 
Hot Italian Sub 
F1sh F1llet 
Meatball wrth Sauce 
Meatbaii-Sauce·n·Cheese 
Italian Sausage·n·Sauce 
Sausage·Sauce·n·Cheese 
Regular 
1.95 
2.30 
2 .75 
2.80 
3.00 
2.80 
~M 
2 .70 
2.65 
2.65 
2.75 
2.50 
2.65 
2.25 
2 .60 
2 .25 
2.60 
Cold Subs 
Tuna F1sh 
Ham & Provolone Cheese 
lralian Salami & Provolone 
Ham & Italian Salam1 
Pepperom & Provolone Cheese 
Pepperoni & ltahan Salami 
Turkey Breast wrth Cheese 
Ham-n-Turkey Breast 
Turkey and Roast Beef 
Turkey. Roast Beef·n·Cheese 
Roast Beef. Turkey and Ham 
Prouolone Cheese Sub 
Roast Beef Sub 
Roast Beef·n·Cheese 
Vegg1e Sub 
Seafood Crabmeat Sub 
ChiCken Salad Sub 
Combo M•xed Meat Sub 
llahan Sub wrth Provolone 
EXTRA MEAT I ANY SANDWICH 
2.65 
2.65 
2.65 
2.75 
2.65 
2.65 
2.45 
2.95 
3.05 
3.60 
3.35 
1.95 
2.85 
3.20 
1.95 
2.85 
2.65 
3.35 
2.85 
.65 
J umbo 
2.95 
3.15 
4.25 
4.85 
4.95 
4 .85 
4.05" 
4.15 
3.95 
4.45 
4.45 
3.95 
4.05 
3 .55 
3.90 
3.55 
3.90 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
4.05 
3.95 
3.95 
3.85 
4.10 
4.15 
4.85 
4.95 
2.95 
4.65 
4.95 
3.25 
4.15 
3.95 
4 .95 
4.30 
.95 
• ANY COLD SUB GRILLED HOT, NO EXTRA CHARGE 
Hot Sauce or Hot Peppers Free Upon Request 
Beverages 
Coca-Cola, O~et Coke, 
Root Beer, Orange 
Iced Tea 
Coffee 
.65 
.65 
.65 
.85 
.85 
.85 
Hot Buttered Steaks 
STEAK on a ROLL 
w/lettuce, Tomato & Onion 
with Provolone Cheese 
w/Grilled On1ons & Mushrooms 
w!Mushrooms and 
Provolone Cheese 
Deluxe: Onions, 
Mushrooms · r'I·Ch~ese 
EXTRAS 
Lettuce. Tomato and Onion 
Extra Steak 
Provolone Cheese 
Mushrooms 
Pasta 
1.95 
2.25 
2.25 
2.45 
2.55 
2 .80 
.25 
.80 
.35 
.35 
SPAGHETII or RIGA TONI w1th Sauce 
SPAGHETII or RIGA TONI w1th Meatballs 
SPAGHETII or RIGA TONI w1th Sausage 
SPAGHETII or RIGA TONI with Parmesan 
Above wnh CHICKEN PARMESAN & Sauce 
FULL Any Pasta Entree above. enJOy 
DINNER a S1de Salad & Hot Garlic Roll 
FAMILY BUCKET (Serves 5· 7) 
SPAGHETTl or RIGA TONI 
Add Mushrooms 
MEATBALLS 
IT AllAN SAUSAGE 
GARLIC ROLL Hot & Tasty .70 
GARLIC ROLL with Provolone Cheese 1 .05 
Salads 
2.15 
3.45 
3.40 
3.70 
3.95 
4.25 
.35 
1.60 
.70 
.70 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
3 .60 
1.25 
6.95 
.35 
.60 
1.20 
.90 
1.25 
Side Salad 1 .45 
Garden Salad wllh Cheese 2.25 
ChiCken Salad 3.25 
Turkey Salad 3.05 
CHEF SALAD 3.05 
Tuna Salad 3.05 
Crabmeat Seafood Salad 3.45 
FAMILY GARDEN SALAD (serves 5·7) 5.95 
Dress~ngs. Creamy hahan • 1000 Island • French • 
Italian • Bleau Cheese • Ranch · lowCal 
SHRIMP BASKET with FRIES 
CHICKEN BASKET w ith FRJES 
FISH BASKET w ith FRIES 
Side Salad & Hot Garlic Roll (extra) 
4.35 
4 .30 
4.30 
1.25 
Call ahead for faster service- 321-6000 - Fax orders welcome at 932-1200 
CEDAR-CENTER PLAZA 13976 CEDAR 
------------------~ 
French Fries 
Onion A1ngs 
Side Orders 
French Fned Mushrooms 
Pepperonc1ni 
D1ll P1ckle 
Breakfast 
.65 & .95 
1.10 
1.10 
.25 
.35 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Served 7;00 a.m. to 10.30 am 
EGG SANDWICH on a Roll 
Egg Platter. Toast & Potatoes 
Ham·n·Egg SandwiCh 
99 I 
1.59 I 
1.39 
Ham·n Egg Platter (Toast & Potatoes) 
French Toast StiCks 
French Toast StiCks wrth Ham 
Omelet Platter 
1.99 I 
1.29 I 
1.89 
I 
Eggs, Cheese. Ham, On1ons. 
w!Toast & Potatoes 
Scrambled Planer 
2.29 
Ch01ce of any cold menu deh meat rruxed wteggs 
Hot Cakes 
2.25 
.99 
1.59 
.65 
.75 & 1.10 
.59 
Hot Cakes & Ham 
Potato Puffs 
Orange JuiCe 
Toasted Roll, Butter & Jelly 
Low Fat Frozen Yogurt 
CONES O R CUPS CHOICE OF FLAVORS 
Smgle 89 Double 1 .29 T11ple 1.69 
Wallie Cone 1.59 
Waffle Cone Sundae 1 .89 
Dry Topp1ng .35 each Fru1t Topp1ng .45 each 
SUNDAES 
Regular w1th Dry Topp1ng & Whipped Cream 
Regular w1th Frurt Topp1ng & Whipped Cream 
Large wtth Dry Topp1ng & Wh•pped Cream 
Large w1th Fru1t Topp1ng & Wh1pped Cream 
FROZEN YOGURT SHAKE 
Frozen Yogurt Shake w1th Fruit 
FLOATS (Coke • Root Beer • Orange) 
YOGURT TRIO SALAD 
2 Salads (ChiCken, Tuna or Crabmeat) 
1.79 
1.89 
2.49 
2 .59 
1.99 
2.25 
1.49 
& Yogurt 3.99 
HAND PACKED FROZEN YOGURT I TAKE HOME 
PACKAGE Quart 3.09 P10t 1.79 
Pt1ces subJ8CI to chango w1thour notJce 
Between 
Revco & Pier One 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
----------------------------------------------------~ 
